S-account – a machine that makes money.
The partner bank’s flagship product
It is a service that provides you with 3 options:
– creating a long-term profit
– creating a medium-term profit
– creating a short-term profit
•
•

A deposit onto the S-account is divided into two parts which are sent two different places:
10% of the resources is used to create a medium-term profit, which is the purchase
of retail (external) units, which are sent to the personal DBC account.
90% of the resources is used to create a long-term profit, which is the purchase of
emission (internal) units, which are sent to the wholesaler’s application (wholesaler
section)

You can use the retail units straight away, for example exchange them to a different
currency or wait for the price to increase and treat as an investment. While dealing with
wholesale units, you can take part in their transfer out of the wholesale system – essentially move
said units onto the retail market.
For such a mediation you can receive 10% of the price of the purchase from a bank,
which means that when either you or someone else has bought a retail unit (through us) for for
example 10 USD, the marketing account receives a provision of 1 USD.
This can be done personally to take extra provision or wait for the bank to settle the
transaction in accordance with their operation queue.
The bank’s settlement mechanism is called the Carousel – it owes its name to the settlement
queue’s sorting system (called a carousel cycle), which determines your position in the queue by
your amount of wholesale units (the so-called carousel ranking).
When the operation settlement time has come, the bank settles the operations of the client in
thousands, according to the proportion of 1000 wholesale units to one retail unit.

The wholesale units are deducted from the balance in the wholesale application – after a
complete settlement of a client, the next person in the queue is taken care of.
A disappearing unit in the wholesale application appears instead on the DBC account of the
client that has bought said unit. (This can be a client or the bank itself.)
The settlement of wholesale units by the Carousel’s mechanism is a long-term profit.
The units on the DBC account can generate a medium-term profit. They can be used in
any way. They can be sold to a bank, traded with (for example in a currency exchange bureau)
or sold for an agreed price to a third party, for example in a shop, or kept as an investment (wait
for the price to increase and only then sell)
Short-term profits can be achieved by bonus marketing in S-account.
50% of the amount for purchase of wholesale DBC (which is around 90%) is used for marketing,
for which FDDP (For Direct Representatives) are responsible.
This 50% is settled by the bank, for clients in 5 levels of recommendation.

•
•
•
•
•

For level I it will pay out 25% (net)
For level II it will pay out 2,5% (net)
For level III it will pay out 4% (net)
For level IV it will pay out 6% (net)
For level V it will pay out 12,5%
(net)
In total, 50%

The other 50% is invested in the Dominican Republic.
To reach the provision rate of level V you need the direct recommendation of 5 people.
How to earn money quickly on S-account.
Next to the passive income methods described above, we could also recommend the active way,
which is recommending the product among your friends.

Stage I is the registration of new people – 5 in level I – here, you get a return of your
minimal investment of 2500 peso (around $75). The minimal investment is to be agreed upon, you
can invest even less – but, 2500 peso you can buy 1000 wholesale units which allow you to receive
provision from further recommendations on higher levels.
Stage II is help in the building of the second level. It brings profits that are a little smaller than
within level I.
Stage III is help in the building of the third level. After its completion you can calculate,
that the investment return above the initial investment is around $620. Then, you can activate
personal account (USD). The price is $75, but not from your own pocket – from the earned
provisions.

The pricing scheme is presented below:

This is the first circle of purely S-account – there are 4 rings (circles) and the total
short-term profit reaches above 100,000.
You can check all calculation here:
4-circles of s-account: from $100 to $100,000 in 8 weeks time

The presented above stages are weeks – but time shows, that if a week is too little, a month is
more than enough to complete one stage.
The next part of the organizational descriptions is about the Carousel and its title is “Close to everything
about the DBC Carousel”

Best regards,
Kamil Zajdel

